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Turn the Golden Key and TurnChaos into Calm; Emmet Fox TaughtThis
Technique in Just Sis Pages

When all else fails, the Golden Key is a tried and true method that helps settle and solve
problems associated with making changes.

San Antonio, TX (PRWEB) May 22, 2006 -- Memorial Day symbolizes the beginning of summer – with that
comes vacations, travel, potential hazards. With the rising prices of gas, fears of avian flu, the war, hurricane
season beginning, worries abound. Dr. Anne Kunath wishes to eliminate worry in as many people as possible.
This Memorial Day Special Teleseminar is being offered at the low price of $10.00 to reach the maximum
number of people. What’s a teleseminar? Where there’s a phone, there’s a lesson. Classes by phone are the easy
way to learn without the additional expense and time of getting to and from the class in a hurry. Plus,
attendance is not dependant on the student and teacher being in the same location. People from far away places
participate in the teleseminars.

Dr. Kunath teaches people how to implement Golden Key in everyday life. This 60 minute teleseminar teaches
Emmet Fox’s six pages like no one else. When people are in a crisis mode, it’s hard for them to understand
methods or ways that will lead to change. Dr. Kunath has an ability to take complex issues and put them into
plain and simple language that everyone can easily understand.

The Golden Key is used to help influence those around you – to instill a sense of harmony, making for much
better working relationships. This influencing ability can skyrocket an individual to the top of the business
arena. It can also be used to energize and rejuvenate personal relationships.

This method can be used to turn failure into success; to turn a financial crisis into a positive situation; to prevent
a crisis situation.

When worry predominates, turning the Golden Key serves to put trust to work, leading to calmness. Once calm,
the inner mind can take over and think clearly, bringing out the appropriate creative ideas. From this comes the
necessary action steps. Bad situations are transformed into positive ones.

Imagine being able to put wisdom into a doctor so that the correct tests (and only the correct ones) are
performed and a quick diagnosis is made. Emmet Fox’s technique can accomplish that.

Dr. Kunath (working in conjunction with Getting Unstuck, LLC) has operated her own church for the past 31
years. The New Thought movement uses affirmations as a mainstay of cementing beliefs. Dr. Kunath has
probably more experience than most people in the world creating powerful statements for people. In the past
she’s produced personalized affirmations for hundreds of people looking to improve their lives.

On May 25th, 2006 Dr. Kunath will conduct a 60-70 minute teleseminar, “The Golden Key” at 5 p.m. Pacific, 7
p.m. Central, 8 p.m. Eastern. She will provide insight into Emmet Fox’s tiny but powerful technique to turn
worry into calm, thus aborting any adverse effects stemming from continued worry.

Anyone interested in learning the magic of making powerful affirmations should join Dr. Kunath on Tuesday,
May 25th 2006. More information is at http://www.usethegoldenkey.com . Future teleseminars can be found at
http://www.studynewthought.com/schedule .
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Dr. TerrieWurzbacher can be contacted for more information about the teleseminar. MP3s and e-books of the
previous calls are available.

Dr. TerrieWurzbacher (Getting Unstuck, LLC) is producing Dr. Kunath’s teleseminars. Dr. Kunath and Dr.
Wurzbacher conduct weekly New Thought Teleseminars. The audience for this San Antonio based company
has spread as far as Canada at this point. Upcoming teleseminars will focus on Emmet Fox.

About Dr. Anne Kunath

Dr. Anne Kunath founded The Church of Today in San Antonio, TX 31 years ago and has been its minister ever
since. She serves on the Executive Board of the International New Thought Alliance (INTA) and is their 2006
Lifetime Achievement Award recipient. She travels all over the country lecturing on every aspect of New
Thought. She has authored several books and is the President of the United Divine Science Ministerial School
in San Antonio, TX.

Contact:
Dr. TerrieWurzbacher
Getting Unstuck, LLC
540-287-8412
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Contact Information
TerrieWurzbacher
Getting Unstuck, LLC
http://www.usethegoldenkey.com
540-287-8412

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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